Mixed Use & Regeneration
Royal Albert Wharf, London

T

he scheme forms part of the
major redevelopment of the
Gallions Reach area of central
London, providing the first 800
dwellings of a proposed 2000 dwelling
master plan.
Royal Albert Wharf (previous know
as Great Eastern Quays) built over 2
phases is a mixed use and multi phased
development, comprising both residential
and commercial use buildings, including
a Co-op supermarket, artists’ studios, a
nursery school, private members’ gym
and several restaurants. The current
phase, Phase 3B (300 units), is currently
under design and construction with
calfordseaden achieving the continued
calfordseaden.com

energy strategy for the scheme and design
of the M&E and Sustainability services.
The community heating system,
designed from inception by
calfordseaden working on the
masterplan for the full multi-phase
development, is fed from an energy
centre constructed during phase 1, and
has been installed and is designed to
supply heating and hot water for the
entire master plan. The energy centre
has been adopted by an ESCo (Energy
Service Company) and calfordseaden
have continued to work with both
Notting Hill and E-On to monitor the
energy performance for both the main
energy centre and the phased residential
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blocks. The development is designed to comply with
the enhanced energy requirements of the London
Plan and BREEAM Very Good for the commercial and
community units.
We have worked closely with both Notting Hill Housing
and the Architects Maccreanor Lavington on Phase1
and Feilden Clegg Bradley Studios on phases 2 and
3B, giving key sustainability and M&E input into the
development timeline starting from inception and
feasibility stages through to design and construction.
Our involvement has included early liaison with
statutory authorities, ensuring critical on site
infrastructure coordination during the build contract.
We have also been responsible for the sustainability
strategy, M&E design and service development and
monitoring on site installation and commissioning.
We assisted the Notting Hill Genesis procurement
team in the procurement process of the ESCo and

gave technical advice on the ‘smart billing’ systems
on offer. Following completion of the Energy
Strategies and successful planning applications we
produced performance specifications / briefs with
the client for tender purposes under a JCT Design
and Build Contract. We have also been involved
in the full design of the Phase 3B for M&E and
sustainability services.
Once on site, for phases 1 and 2, calfordseaden
were appointed to undertake regular onsite quality
inspections, undertaking to ensure the installation
meets required quality standards and the requirements
of the ER’s. We have also played a key role in
performance witnessing and commissioning of the
building services and sustainability, ensuring effective
and efficient operational of the building plant. We are
continuing to monitor the developing phases of the
scheme and reviewing post occupancy performance for
the completed phases. 
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